
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Mixed Stripe Flower Blanket

MATERIALS

Bernat Softee Cotton, Bernat Softee Baby Cotton, (same yarn, just different colors under different labels) 

60% Cotton, 40% Acrylic, (120g / 4.2 oz, 232 meters / 254 yards)

1 to 2 skeins of Pale Periwinkle, Petal and Fuschia, 2 to 3 skeins Clear White

Size G, 4.00mm hook, tapestry needle, scissors

SIZE

Approximately 36 x 39 inches

OPTIONAL VIDEO TUTORIAL 

https://youtu.be/bzSpGFS3eT4?si=LAs41F3DqnlkyJJ6 or go to Daisy Farm Crafts YouTube Channel
and search “How to Crochet the Mixed Stripe Flower Stitch Baby Blanket”

 

https://youtu.be/bzSpGFS3eT4?si=LAs41F3DqnlkyJJ6


PATTERN

Chain 156 or any multiple of 3 to approximately 35 inches with Petal. 

Row 1: Work 1 DC into the 3rd chain from the hook. Chain 3. Work the first leg of the DC5TOG into
the first chain of chain 3, (yarn over, insert your hook, yarn over and pull a loop back through, yarn over
and pull through 2 loops.)

Yarn over and insert your hook into the base of the DC to work the 2nd and 3rd legs of the DC5TOG, 
(*yarn over, insert your hook into the base of the DC, yarn over and pull a loop back through, yarn over
and pull through two loops, repeat from *.)

Skip 2 chains, yarn over and insert your hook into the next chain to work the 4th and 5th legs of the
DC5tog, (work legs as explained for 3rd and 4th.) After making the fifth leg, there should be 6 loops on
your hook, yarn over and pull through all 6 loops.

*Chain 3. (The first chain is considered the eye of the flower or center.) Work the first leg of the DC5TOG
in the eye, or first chain, work the 2nd and 3rd legs of the DC5TOG in the chain stitch where the last stitch
was worked, skip 2 chains, work the 4th and 5th legs into the next chain. Repeat from * across the row. 

After pulling through all 6 loops at the end of the row, chain 3, work 1 DC into the eye, chain 3, and turn.
 
Row 2: Yarn over and insert your hook into the first chain, yarn over and pull through 2 loops, yarn over
and insert your hook into the eye that is directly below the DC and Ch 3, work 2nd and 3rd legs, yarn over
and insert your hook into the next eye, work 4th and 5th legs, yarn over and pull through all 6 loops.

*Chain 3, yarn over and work 1st leg in first chain or eye, work 2nd and 3rd leg into next eye, work 4th and
5th into next eye, yarn over and pull through all 6 loops. Repeat from * across the row. Turn as instructed
in row 1. (chain 3, DC, chain 3)

Repeat row 2 instructions until blanket is 35 inches high or height desired. To change colors, pull through
with new color on the last stitch of the row. 

Work the color changes in this order: Petal, Fucshia, Clear White, Pale Periwinkle. Make the width of each
color as many rows as you'd like. Keep the order of the colors the same, vary the width of each stripe. 

BORDER

Round 1: Begin border by chaining 1 and turning. Work SC as evenly as possible across the top and sides
of blanket, work 3 SC into each corner. 

Round 2: Continuing in the same direction, work one more round of SC into each SC and 3 SC into the
center SC of each corner. 

Round 3: Continuing in the same direction, SL ST to the first SC of the round, *skip one SC, 5 DC into
the next st. Skip one SC, SL ST into the next st. Repeat from * around the entire edge. Join with a SL ST to
the first st of the round and tie off. 
 


